Go thai...be free...

in association with
attitude magazine (Thai edition)

FACT ABOUT
THAILAND
Understanding Thai cultural
and social contexts.
TEMPLES AND PALACES
Royal palaces and temples in Thailand mostly open to the public for
both local and international visitors. These places also reflect Thai
traditional and religious belief. They are an important part of the Thai
cultural identity. Therefore, please pay respect to these palaces and
temples. To dress appropriately is advisable.

TIME ZONE
UTC +7 and
clocks do not
change in
Thailand.

TRAVEL AND TRAFFIC
It is advisable to plan your travel
with plenty of time in big cities
in Thailand – Bangkok, Chiang
Mai, Phuket, and Pattaya.
The traffic in these cities can be
very disheartening. The travel through Bangkok’s new and extensive
public transport system is an excellent choice – BTS (Sky train), MRT
(Underground train). This modern facility can conveniently take you
to most of Bangkok’s iconic places both day and night.

WHEN TO GO
The climate in Thailand
is generally hot with
high temperatures and
humidity throughout
the year. 30�C – 35�C
(86�F – 95�F) is Thailand
annual average
temperature. The best
time to visit Thailand is
November to February.
But for beach bums
and sunshine lovers,
April is utterly perfect
for relaxation on the
beach. The rainy season
usually starts towards
the end of April to early
October.

‘Mai Chai’ and ‘Mai Pen Rai’
Learning the Thai life style through Thai language can be very
challenging, but there are a few Thai words that are easy to comprehend
and useful. The first often used word is ‘Mai Chai’ which literally means
‘no, it is not’, but it is often used as a ‘catchphrase’ with no particular
meaning. Another example is ‘Mai Pen Rai’ which literally means ‘it does
not matter’. You will hear people say this catchphrase all the time.
You might want to say ‘Mai Pen Rai’ the next time you are in Thailand,
this will definitely receive a smile in return.
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ON ARRIVAL AT THAILAND
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS
Upon arrival in Thailand, foreign
citizens must hold a valid passport
with at least six months validity, a
valid Thai visa, and proof on onward
travel. However, visitors from ASEAN
or Western countries, including most
European, Commonwealth, and North
American citizens, are not required
to have a Thai visa for visits less than
30 days in Thailand. They will be
granted access through Thailand
immigration with a 30 Thai visa waiver,
provided upon arrival. After such
time, a Thai visa extension from an
immigration office or a Thailand visa
from an embassy or consulate outside
of Thailand is required. Immigration
policies are subject to change. Please
check with a Thai Embassy or The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the latest
information at www.mfa.go.th
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LADY
FIRST
Go Grrrls! A Queer Dance Party Bangkok
is a girl-love-girl dance themed party. It has
been running since 2013 with alternating
locations. The party is known for its fun and
freindly atmostphere, with lively indie music
by all female DJs. The party is awfully perfect
because of its fashionable music, venue and
artistic direction. The organisers are proud to
call themselves, ‘the rebel girls’, who are not
confined under the constraint of the social
structure. Go Grrrls! Party opens to everyone
with an open-mind. Go Grrrls!
For information on the next party and venue
of Go Grrrls! A Queer Dance Party Bangkok,
please visit https://www.facebook.com/
gogrrrls/
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EVENT OF
THE YEAR

THE ULTIMATE FANTASY
From a small start–up project to a landmark of Bangkok. gCircuit's
SONG KRAN party has become a popular event and destination
during the Thai New Year or Song Kran festival. It won the Best Gay
Destination prize from Attitude Thailand in 2015 to celebrate the
magazine’s 5th anniversary. The most outstanding concept of the event
is that you can truly be ‘yourself ’. The three-day-and-night of dancing
away with celebrity DJs is organised in conjunction with the water
festival where the temperature is zizzling hot. It is the best way to cool
us down!
To celebrate the 12th anniversary of gCircuit's SONG KRAN party,
a three day of great fun which runs from 13 - 15 of April will be
celebrated with the theme of the day. On 13 April the 12-Zodiac theme
is announced, 14 April is Empire of the Sun theme – dress appropriately
either as a nerdy ninja or a sexy samurai! On 15 April the naughty
LATEX theme to close the festival, get your latex gear, rubbers and belts
ready!

SONG KRaN The Ultimate Fantasy
13-15 APRIL 2018 For more information please visit https://www.facebook.com/GCIRCUIT/
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MALILA THE
FAREWELL
FLOWER
The best gay film of this year is possibly
’Malila: The Farewell Flower’, directed by
Anucha Boonyawatana, the director of
‘The Blue Hour.’ The film narrates the story
of Shane (Sukollawat Kanaros), the owner of a
jasmine plantation, who is haunted by his past.
Shane reunites with his childhood lover, Pich
(Anuchyd Sapanphong), a master in Thai Bai
Sri ornaments (a delicate ornament decoration
made by folding banana leaves and jasmines).
Both men are trying to mend their broken
souls, as well as rebuilding a new
relationship through the crafting of Bai Sri.
This film has been receiving numerous
nominations and awards from international
film festivals in 2017 i.e. Best Director
from the International Film Festival of
Kerala, Best Director from Singapore
International Film Festival, and Kim Ji Seok
Award from Busan International Film
Festival.
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Malila has received much praise from
film-critics. The film gracefully and
thoughtfully portraits a love story of a gay
couple who are going through their emotional
past, following the concepts of ephemerality
and impermanence in Buddhist teaching with
Bai Sri. It is a delicate traditional hand-crafting
ornament from E-sarn (Northeast region of
Thailand). Moreover, this film was shot in
Kalasin province and displays the beauty of
the region’s lush mountains and meditative
rivers. The subtle and graceful performance
of Sukollawat Kanaros has also been
internationally recognised, having received
Best Actor Award from Asian Film Award
2017. The film is in cinemas in Thailand in
February 2018 and it has been approached
for international release.
For more information, please visit
‘Malila: The Farewell Flower’ on Facebook.

{ PLUS }
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TOP 4 THAILAND’S
BEST SCENARIO FILMs

IT GETS BETTER (2012)

HOME (2012)

It is a story of Saitarn (Penpak Sirikul),
a beautiful transwoman who travels to
a remote and mountainous city in the
northern Thailand. Saitarn encounters a
motorcycle mechanic who ignites her
memories when she was young. This
allows her to be rekindled with her past
and her beautiful relationship with her
father. ‘It Gets Better’, does not only
deliver the gorgeously woven story of
a transwoman in Thailand. It is also shot
on beautiful locations in the Mae Chaem
district in Chiang Mai. Many filmgoers
have been following the trails and visiting
real locations of this charming film.

The charming city of Chiang Mai is always
ready to be (re)discovered. Another great
work from Chookiat Sakveerakul. This film
delicately and attentively tells a story of
the lives of the people in this northern
city, where the diversity of sexual identity
is celebrated. It is focused on the concept
of ‘home’ which it is not simply where
we are nurtured and learn to spread
our wings. Home is also a place where
memory is kept and a promise is retuned.

LOVE OF SIAM (2007)

A MOMENT IN JUNE (2009)

A coming-of-age cinematic master
piece, reflecting a self-discovering and
sexual orientation. This film was written
and directed by Chookiat Sakveerakul.
It also launched a career of two young
actors; Mario Maurer and Witwisit
Hiranyawongkul. Moreover, Love of Siam
transformed Bangkok into a lovingly
city during Christmas season which
bewildered the audience.

A romantic drama sets in Bangkok
in 1970’s and it is cleverly threading
the difficult relationships of three
couples. It takes us to discover different
angles and ways to ‘love’. ‘A Moment
in June’, also takes us back to the
classic moments and locations in
Bangkok and neighbouring cities i.e.
Hua Lamphong (The Bangkok’s main
railway station), Yaowaraj (China town),
22 Karakadakhom Circle (a Bangkok’s
landmark), Tha-Chalom (a seaside town
near Bangkok), and the vintage standalone cinema; Tha Makhua Rama in
Kamphaeng Phet province.
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Hangout Like A Local
If Silom Soi 2 sounds a bit too
‘international’ to your taste you
somehow miss the Thai vibes, we
suggest that you give a local gay
scene a try. Start from Fake Club
The Next Gen Ratchada Soi 4
on Ratchadapisek road, which
is packed with many tourist
attractions. It is the only gay pub
you will find on the entire road,
so it’s no doubt this is where Thai
gay teens flock and party like
crazy. Another must-visit is APP
ARENA, a standalone gay pub
close to top-hit destination like
RCA. In the enigmatic purple
lights, you’ll be meeting random
people from employed gay men to
those baby face teenagers. Bored
of dancing already? Go observe
straight men in RCA. We promise
you this is as local as it gets.
Don’t miss
Surprise of some forms should
be expected at both places every
night. When the time is ripe,
enter a parade of brawny guy
models in minimal clothes at
whom you can’t stop staring with
desire. If you’re more into the
skinny type, the coyote dance
is for you.
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History of Bangkok Gay
Nightlife
While there are countless options of gay scenes
available all over Bangkok today, back in
the 90’s no place was more popular than the
legendary ‘Sa-ke’ pub where many Thai gay
men could express their identity in the time
when gender diversity was not widely accepted
in mainstream Thai society. Located in Khok
Wua alley not far from the famous Khao San
Road, Sa-ke pub has stood the test of time
when many others ‘of its kind’ gradually
disappeared.
Another big name many Thai gay men still
remember is none other than the 90’s oh-sofabulous 70’s Bar, working gay men’s favourite
haunt where hits by several divas of the time,
from Christina Aguilar to Mai Charoenpura to
Marsha Vadhanapanich, were played playlists
after playlists. Although not so spacious in
terms of area, the place never lacked visitors.
Nothing could stop the rainbow crowd from
having fun. 70’s Bar is no longer in business,
but its glorious days never fade from the
memory of many.
The millennium saw ‘Or Tor Kor Market’ area
becoming the gay scene’s hub: from El Nin Yo
Pub (named after Thai diva, Tata Young’s hit
single) to Volcano, to Moque Club, to Fake
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Club. All places mentioned were shut down
except for Fake Club, which has now moved to
Ratchada, where you can relive the experience
yourself.
After the shutdown of many gay scenes in Or
Tor Kor Market, Thai gay men had no where
to go. Fortunately, there still exists a large gay
pub on Ratchadapisek road called ‘G-Star’
where many gay men go to enjoy playlists of
different genres from Thai folk songs to Thai
pop songs to those topped the Billboard chart.
The beats played in ultra-speed could not stop
teenage gay men from grooving to the tunes
like there was no tomorrow. This was another
memorable highlight in the K-Pop era.
Many gay pubs have disappeared but standing
the test of time was the globally famous Silom
Soi 2 with DJ Station being the top attraction.
This legendary nightlife has never ceased to
attract the never-ending rainbow crowd from
every corner of the world until today. Much
may have changed but Soi 2 doesn’t.
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Lip sync shows that are all the rage
worldwide
“Don’t let gay men cross dress because that’s when the girls lose” – this
is not far from truth. In fact, with Asian face contours, slim waist, a tiny
body shape fit for a woman dress, plus a well-defined wig and beautyenhancing make-ups, it’s no wonder why a good number of men can
perfectly transform into pretty women. Believe it or not, go experience
it firsthand in the city with the greatest number of pretty women with
the ‘Mr.’ title in Thailand, Pattaya. A sleepless city, Pattaya is home to
two globally known cabaret shows: Alcazar and Tiffany where hundreds
of gorgeous entertainers alternatively give eye-popping performances.
Indulge in the melody, choreographed movements and exquisite
costumes. You might not want to believe your eyes these good-looking
gals were once guys!
Don’t miss
The show is over but don’t leave just yet. Have a little meet-and-greet
or a selfie session with the pretty drag queens in front of the theatre.
Handshakes and photos are encouraged but a little tip would do no
harm and keep their spirit high.
12
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Behind the Scenes of Drag
Queen
A can’t-miss highlight when visiting Bangkok
is to go see the internationally acclaimed
Thai Drag Queen show. With lip movements
and musical notes in perfect synchrony and
grandiose costumes, each queen enters the
show with a familiar old song but in a neverseen-before version playing in the background.
From pageant to comedy, Thai drag queens can
do them all!
Don’t miss
The most convenient place to see a Drag
Queen show is probably none other than Silom
Soi 2. DJ Station and Espresso feature different
types of music from Whitney Houston to
Beyonce to Thai folk songs. Another must-go
is Maggie’s Choo on a Gay night Sunday where
MVP Drag Queens bring their A-game and
playlists so good you keep coming bac for
more.

THE BEST BAR IN BANGKOK
Sing Sing Theatre is the best bar in Bangkok,
on top of the best cocktails menu, it is the
most creative and fun décor in Bangkok. It is
a club which oozes fantasy. The interior of the
club mirrors the interior of the vintage Chinese
cinema, juxtaposing with lanterns hanging
from the ceiling, wrought iron patterns, and
dragon imagery. The atmosphere is enhanced
by the use of clever lighting – dim red light.
During the week days, old films are projected
on screen in the club. A visit to Sing Sing
theater is enough to cast a spell on you.
https://www.facebook.com/SingSingTheater

SingSingTheater
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Paradise on Earth
Thailand’s islands where all travellers concur
that such paradises on earth are second to none
among all islands in the world. Other than its
natural beauties, the islands abound with exciting
entertainments and exhilarating parties.

Phuket
Phuket, the largest island in Thailand, is also
known for its stunning azure seas and opulent
food. There are unlimited resorts and hotels
for all to pick, or if you prefer to experience
something new other than the Andaman
Sea, you can opt for a trip to koh Racha Yai.
Another highlight you should never miss
primarily for the partygoers is to stay along
‘Patong beach’ where there are the Patong
walking streets crowded with brilliant bars.
14
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Samed Island
When it comes to the haven ‘Koh Samed’, situated at the east of
Thailand, most local people know of the popular saying that goes
‘Go to Samed, the pair will surely be getting off.’ If ever you
want to find out whether it’s true or not, then you must try the
place. The beach at Koh Samed is thought to be the finest. When
the sun is set, beachfront parties will carry on with cheerful
partygoers making eye-to-eye contacts, and many more amiable
toasts!

Full Moon Party at Koh Phangan
Another event to Thailand on your bucket list is to go for the full
moon party at Koh Phangan, situated in the province of Surat
Thani. The full moon party has long been a big sensation and
was originated from Rin beach. Just an hour and a half boat ride
from Surat Thani port to Koh Phangan, you’ll get to see gorgeous
young ladies and handsome blokes herding for their once-in-alifetime celebration underneath the diamond-flame full moon.
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More to Discover

There are many more hidden
treasures in Thailand waiting
to be revealed. From under-theradar provinces to lively and
charming cultural diversity,
Thailand urges you to go out
and discover the unknown
in a new light. Expect
the unexpected!

Queen Sirikit Botanic Garden

Chiang Mai
You may have known the name ‘Chiang Mai’ already
as a big city in the Northern region of Thailand. Apart
from being the economic hub of the North, Chiang
Mai is packed with countless ‘hip’ spots, ancient
historical sites, cool café, gorgeous restaurants, and
beautiful natural attractions.
Places to go!
Queen Sirikit Botanic Garden
We don’t want you to miss a fascinating collection of
botanical diversity at this splendid garden where you
can enjoy a beautiful display of flora and fauna in
the Glasshouse Complex and hundreds of nurseries.
Highlight is the Canopy walking way on which you
may explore the finest beauty Nature has to offer.

Let us give you a list of must-go cafés
when you visit Chiang Mai:
• Try a savory brunch and aromatic tea at Rustic
& Blue - Handgrown Produce & Artisan Food
• Sip a cup (or more) of Cold Brew flavours at
Graph Café Fill your appetite to the fullest
with a contemporary Thai meal in a Thai-style
farmhouse atmosphere at Meena Rice Based
Cuisine.
• Enjoy chilling life by sipping cup of coffee
or reading a nice book at No.39 Café located
in Umong alley - super near Chiang Mai
University will surely make you feel at home.
• Deep in a jungle of Mae On district, Chiang Mai,
a village called Mae Kampong is a hidden gem
to explore. Also, stopping by The Giant Chiang
Mai, a stunning coffee shop on a big giant tree,
on the way to get there, is a must.
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Queen Sirikit Botanic Garden
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Chic Cafés all over

The Giant Chiang Mai

River Kwai bridge
Kanchanaburi
A small town in the westernmost part of
Thailand, Kanchanaburi is flanked by a
river and embraced by the mountain ranges.
In addition to a number of historical sites
from the indelible memory of World War II,
Kanchanaburi is also known as a town perfect
for a retreat destination and ecotourism in
Thailand.
Places to go!
Outdoor adventures for you
to explore
Brimming with stunning mountain ranges
and adrenaline-pumping trekking routes,
Kanchanaburi invites countless travelers
to come explore. To climb Khao Chang
Pueak, for example, you have to go at a
certain time since the trails to get there
open only for a month (DecemberJanuary) in a year and exclusively for
those with advanced booking. The
challenge lies in its remarkable trails on
the ridge so narrow only one person can
walk through at the time! Most riverside
hotels and accommodations also offer
river rafting services - another recreation
that moves you closer to nature.

An unforgettable history
One of the most important historical sites
in Thailand, River Kwai bridge and the
Death railway attract may tourists who
come to witness the tragedy of war time.
Enjoy the magnificent sights along the
path while making sure not to get run
over by a train!
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Death railway

Koh Phangan

Koh phangan
Party lovers who also got turned on by the
magnificent ocean views should never miss
‘Koh Phangan’, a paradise island known for
its fun-filled ‘Full Moon Party’ on an endless
sandy beach that lures travelers from all corners
of the world to dance the night away under
the seductive moonlight (plus ultra-hot guys
as a bonus!). Hotel and resort accommodations
here are also beautiful and crowd-free - a
perfect vacation retreat where you can rest
and sunbathe to your heart’s content.
Ranong
A small tranquil town in the southern part
of Thailand where beautiful nature remains
almost untouched by the crowd. Hop on the
boat and sail off to see ‘Phayam Island’ to
bathe in the mirror-like crystal blue Andaman
sea whose beauty will melt your heart the same
way the Maldives does. For those of you who
prefer getting yourselves a relaxing bath time,
go to Raksa Warin Hot Spring, where mineral
water coming from the springs is maintained
at the temperature of 65 degrees Celsius.
Whether in the pool or the flowing springs,
you will feel rejuvenated and your body will
thank you for that.
Isaan: Brand-new destination
to uncover
From unseen landscapes to alluring culture,
Isaan, the northeastern region of Thailand,
awaits to be discovered. Praised by the
world-class broadcasting organization like the
BBC as one of the 17 travel destinations to
go in 2017, Isaan offers you nothing but
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Places to go!
Ban Chiang Archaeological
Site: Udon Thani

Ban Chiang

Learn more about the lifestyles of
prehistoric men living 1,822 - 4,600 years
ago and be astonished by the exhibition
of ceramics and bronze artifacts
uncovered in one of the UNESCO
world heritage lists.

Sam Phan Boak: Ubon
Ratchathani
A spectacular landscape, Sam Phan Boak
is a rock islet along the Mae Khong River
that turned into more than 3,000 shallow
lakes by the stream flowing through for
a long period of time. Take some walk
to find Instagram spots or watch the
sunrise-sunset here.

Ban Song Yae Catholic
church: Yasothon

Raksa Warin Hot Spring

Constructed from nearly 300 trees with
80,000 pieces of wood supporting the
roof, this beautiful Catholic church is one
of the largest wooden church in Thailand.
Its unique architectural style makes this
place well worth a visit.
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GREYHOUND ORIGINAL
Greyhound Original is one of Thailand
fashion brands that fucuses on the 'identity
of the brand' rather than the 'identity of the
designers'. Greyhound Original orginated
from the collaboration of successful Thai
graphic designers in the 1990's, heading by
Bhanu Inkawat from Leo Burnett advertising
agency. The brand's concept concentrates
on the classic minimalism. The collections
are androgynous, morphing the concepts
of gender indifferences. This has won the
hearts of people of all background. Currently,
it has grown into many differnt ventures,
most notably, the succesful Greyhound Cafe.
However, the Greyhound Original is still
a modern classic brand.

Thai best
brands
by thai
designers
VICKTEERUT
VICKTEERUT expresses beauty and gentleness of its design through
the women's collections. Teerut Wongwatanasin, the creative designer
of VICKTEERUT, was hailed one of Thailand's young blood designers.
Teerut built his brand from the concept of 'minimalism', and cements
the idea that women can be very attractive without overly elaborating
their style. The subtle details of his chic and classy design can be seen
on the creative draps, patterns, and embroidery of his garments – less is
more.
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ISSUE
From devotion to design, Bhubawit
Kritpholnara (Roj), inspired by the
philosophical teaching of Dalai Lama, is a
designer and founder of ‘ISSUE’. Bhubawit
beautifully blends the concepts of Tibetan
Buddhism and Asian art through his
collections which have become the signature
of his brand.
Since the time of the brand’s inception in
1999, ISSUE has produced many influencial
collections. The identity of ISSUE is well
pronounced through the intereaction between
faith and fashion.
It has been loved by the young and trendy who
are inspired by his design.

20 -21
PAINKILLER
PAINKILLER was created by the three
Thienprasit siblings; Phumisak (Mo),
Terawat (O), Siriorn (Orn), with the desire to
produce uniqueness for men’s clothing. The
collections of PAINKILLER are fun, playful
and experimental. They interweave the modern
design with figures from Thai floklore and
literature. This makes PAINKILLER standing
out from the crowd.
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BOUTIQUE

BOYY
In 2004, designers Jesse Dorsey and Wannasiri Kongman met in New York, where their
collaborative brainchild BOYY was born. The heady pairing of a keen eye for design and profound
artistic sensibility, generated a line of luxury handbags and leather goods, coveted by fashion lovers
worldwide. The two creative forces further enhance their design identity through their boutiques.
The new boutique at Gaysorn Village uses polished marbles as the main material for the interior
design. The marbles intensifies the luxury and pastel colours of the products – leather bags and
shoes. The new boutique also offers the popular BOYY CAFé on the second floor, a perfectly
blended styles of retro and modern.
BOYY
Gaysorn Village 127 Unit L00-01
GAYSORN Tower 2, G floor, Lumphini,
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Tel. +66 2015 7066
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DYU NITIPONG
POLLACHAN
Watch this face. Nitipong (Dyu)
Pollachan has hit the modelling circuit
in Thailand in 2016, the only way is up for
this male model. Nitipong has captured the
attention of many fashion houses because of
his incredible ability to express both himself
and the garments on the camera and stage.
He has walked for BIFW and Elle Fashion Week
in Bangkok. On top of his trendy Asian face
and androgynous look, he believes that being
a model is not just about walking the runway
but the personality of the models should
assist the garments to appeal to the audience.
Therefore, models should be well-presented
both physically and mentally. Nitipong adores
fashion designer Jeremy Scott (who designs for
Moschino) because of his fun and unexpected
designs with the use of exciting colours and
graphics. Most importantly, Scott’s design
is very androgynous which is the current
global trend. Nitipong’s view toward Thai
fashion brands is that the style and design
of the contemporary fashion designers has
seized international markets and customers.
Especially within the Asian market – China
and Hong Kong are fans of Thai fashion
brands.
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ART
Capital
of Art

There are many other
attractive places at the
metropolis of Bangkok
you should go for a visit,
be it hip art museums or
exhibitions. Besides typical
temples, you can also pen
on your list to stroll in
some other historic places.
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Bangkok Art and Culture
Centre
Bangkok Art and Culture Centre (BACC),
located nearby the BTS National Stadium,
is the hub for local art enthusiasts. This is
the place where all art devotees gather to
manifest their art talents. BACC houses
multi-faceted exhibitions and many more art
demonstrations, be it musical performances,
poetry recitals, plays, motion pictures, or
literature symposiums. You are greatly welcome
to explore both Thai and international artists’
exhibitions year round at this nine-storey
museum.
For more information please visit https://
www.facebook.com/baccpage/
Bangkok Citi Citi Gallery
The newly-launched ‘Bangkok Citi Citi
Gallery’ at Soi Sathorn 1 is the rendezvous for
art aficionados. Most famed artists like Wisut
Ponnimit, the Thai illustrator who has created
sensational Mamuang and earned his popularity
in Japan. Apichatpong Weerasethakul, the
talented film director who has received Cannes
Jury Prize once showed his film exhibition here.
The gallery is known to be the centre for young
great artists exhibiting their extraordinary
talents in an open gallery.
For more information please visit
https://www.facebook.com/bangkokcitycity/

More Museums
There are plentiful of mystifying museums
worth exploring in Bangkok. You can go to
The National Museum where most ancient
artifacts and exquisite objects d’ art since
Ayutthaya era are kept. Or if you are in
search of more contemporary Thai art and
culture, a visit to Museum Siam is surely a
must. The museum abounds with interactive
presentations that can boost up your upbeat
mood and entertain you with enjoyable and
exciting discoveries. Great story-telling displays
designed by hi-tech devices are expected to be
seen by the museum goers.
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YOUNG
THAI
ARTISTS

Our contemporary society has begun to
witness the up and coming rise of
the LGBT community’s roles and rights,
but the core of ‘who they are’ remains
affronted and disapproved by greater
society. No wonder why, when four LGBT
artists decided to express their thoughts,
beliefs, spirituality, and personalities
through art, bits and pieces of their
individuality were reflected and felt by
the audiences, aficionados and laymen
alike. Some pieces may inspire a wonderful
sense of humour at a first superficial
glance but delving deeper one discovers
a subtle hint of ferocious faith in one’s
identity and an unyielding grit to find
ways of living harmoniously with others
in the society. Representing the next-gen
artists, these four artistic souls have
showcased their unique talents through
many award-winning signature work
of art. Most importantly, they are best
friends.

Sornchai
Phongsa
Instagram
@sornchai.ps
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Sornchai Phongsa
A First-Class Honor MFA graduate from the Faculty of Painting
Sculpture and Graphic Arts, Silpakorn University and someone with
a Thai-Mon background, Sornchai Phongsa has a particular interest
in animism, ethnicity, and all things invisible. His signature style
involves using local materials in painting and installation. His famous
pieces include Mon’s Spirits Totem (Early Years Project by Young Artist
Network, BACC, Bangkok, 2017), displaying his ancestor beliefs in
the spiritual world, and Montopia, currently on exhibition at Cité
Internationale des Arts (Paris, France, 2018). In the meantime, Somchai
continues to produce his work in multimedia art while carrying out his
Master studies in Thai Art under the supervision of Sakarin Krue-On.
He lives and works in Nakhon Pathom, Thailand. Get updated and
follow his future exhibitions at https://sornchaiphongsa.wixsite.com/
sornchaiphongsa

Jirawat Sup-aram
Born on May 26, 1991, in Nakhon Ratchasima, Jirawat Sup-aram
has always been faithfully fascinated by the art of traditional ThaiBuddhist mural paintings. This passionate fascination for Buddhism
and contemporary images was ignited during her teenage years and kept
alive throughout and after those years she spent getting her B.F.A. (Thai
Art) from the Faculty of Painting, Sculpture and Graphic at Silpakorn
University. Her paintings mostly feature the ‘Life of Buddha.’ Having
won Bualuang Traditional Thai Painting Category (2015, 2016) for 2
years in a row, she is looking forward to participating in the upcoming
40th edition. Jirawat currently lives and works as an artist at her own
studio-coffee shop in her hometown where she keeps on drawing with
faith and heart.

Jirawat Sup-aram
Instagram @ice_zava

Padungpong Saruno
Instagram
@padungpong_saruno

Padungpong Saruno
At the first glance you’ll probably experience a similar shot of good
mood like those characters on the oleographs by ‘Prung’, Padungpong
Saruno, or known among her friends as ‘Ja Roen’ (Sergeant Roen). But
after we met and talked to the creator of these oleographs, who is also
a Master student of the Faculty of Painting, Sculpture and Graphic
at Silpakorn University, we have learned more about the inspirations
and the meanings behind the paintings she wanted to convey: “I’ve got
most of the ideas from sitting down and having a conversation with a big
group of friends. They like to talk about things they want to do, which I
find really fun. And I thought if I could add these elements into my work
then it was going to be just as fun. So, you could say my Ka-toey friends
are my inspiration sources. One thing about Ka-toeys is that whatever
happens to them will always seem funny, no matter how awful it actually
is. Everybody will sense the comical side of it first before they see the pain.”
With every drop of oil paint and every stroke of the brush were stories
of a community of people and some food for thoughts Prung has left us
in the society to ponder.
Narath Boriboonhiranthana
Paper perforating is one of the major techniques Narath
Boriboonhiranthana has adopted in her artistic work, a technique she
learned from a teacher at the Department of Thai Art while she was
doing her undergraduate studies at the Faculty of Painting, Sculpture
and Graphic at Silpakorn University. To engage more interest, she
started to incorporate this technique into her design under the concept
‘Drawing with a Knife Blade.’ Inspired by the Buddhist beliefs on the
coexistence between corporeality (the body) and spirituality (the mind)
in Nature and all the living beings, her work involves a transformation
of living organism’s natural shapes into an abstract form using the visual
elements of art. After getting her BFA, Narath was selected as one of the
promising artists at S.A.C Gallery. While she continues to come up with
different ways to present her art, her most-beloved technique of paper
perforating is still kept as the signature of her creation.

Narath
Boriboonhiranthana
Instagram
@tea_monsterrr
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THAI LGBT SHORT
HISTORY OF
RIGHTS
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People have always wondered how we,
LGBT people in Thailand, fought for our
rights. Why are we so comfortable and
confident in attitude and in expressing
ourselves? The answer is that we did not
fight, the same way LGBT people in Europe
or America did. Thailand is a fairly liberal
society and gender diversity is widely
acceptable. However, LGBT community in
Thailand has been working together to
push forward legal rights and policies,
not without many challenges. The legal
development and social acceptance in
gender equality can be discussed as
follows.
1. Sodomy isn’t a crime.
Before the change of the new realisation on 1
January 1957, sodomy (anal sex) was illegal in
Thailand. It was the Ror Sor 127 enactment
(penal code of 1908) which was entitled ‘The
Act of The Abnormal Sexual Behaviours’
which included sodomy. The passing of this act
was modelled by the Western penal code of the
time. If caught, the arrested would have been
put in jail for 3 months to 3 years. During the
time the Act was in use, the law indicated that
‘this act of sodomy is uncivilised and it was
a depletion of human reproduction ability’.
On 1 January 1960, a new penal code of
Thailand and its amendments were introduced,
dismissing sodomy as illegal. This was one
of the first sexual freedom and acceptance in
Thailand, ahead of many countries around the
world.

women. Because of their physical alterations,
they are not eligible to be enlisted for the
military service. However, in the release form
(the Sor Dor 43 which is a legal document that
all Thai men have to supply along with the job
application forms) is written ‘reason of release
- severe mental disorder’. The term affects the
transgender women severely, leading to the
limited employment opportunities.

2. Transgenders are not
mentally ill!
During the annual conscription for the
military service in Thailand in April, male
citizens who have turned 21 years old will
be selected. Some people volunteer to serve
in armed forces, and some are subjected to a
random draft lottery. The military conscription
raises many problems for the transgender

On 29 January 2002, the Department of
Mental Health, Ministry of Public Health
announced that under the World Health
Organisation’s decision to remove the
categories for mental health disorders based
on sexual orientation - LGBT people are not
abnormal. The working group for transgender
women took the case to the Administrative
Court, stating that the military conscription

violated their rights. On 13 September 2011,
the case was won, and with the court’s order,
the Ministry of Defense removed the wording
‘severe mental disorder’ from the release forms,
to be replaced with ‘Gender identity disorder’.
3. Gender Equality
Different gender orientation can lead to unfair
gender discrimination. It includes an equal
opportunity at a workplace and in social and
cultural structure.
On 13 March 2015, the government
introduced Gender Equality Act B.E. 2558 to
prevent the unfair gender discrimination and
to comply with the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights which Thailand is an active
member.
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The Gender Equality Act 2015, Section 3
stating that “Unfair gender discrimination
means any act or omission of the act which
causes division, discrimination or limitation
of any right and benefit either directly or
indirectly without justification due to the
fact that the person is male or female or of a
different appearance from his/her own sex by
birth.” In this Act, the people whose rights
have been violated can take their cases to the
court.
Section 17 is arguably critical “The
establishment of policy, rule, regulation,
notification, project or procedures either by
government agencies or private organisations
or any individual with the characteristics of
unfair gender discrimination shall not be
permitted.”

4. The next step - Marriage
(Same Sex Couples) Act
At present, under Family Law of Thailand, Chapter 2, the condition of
Marriage, Section 1448 indicates that "A marriage can take place only
when the man and woman have completed their seventeenth year of age
[...]” It does not extend the legal protection to same-sex couples. The
working group for LGBT in Thailand is pushing forward the draft for
the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act. The principle of the draft is to
acquire the same legal rights to marry, regardless of gender orientation. If
this Act is passed, Thailand will be the second country in Asia, to follow
Taiwan, which allows same-sex marriage. However, after the change to
the current government, the draft has not yet been confirmed for the
consideration in the National Legislative Assembly.
5. Gender identity must be legally certified.
The movement group for LGBT in Thailand is pushing forward a
Gender Recognition Act for consideration to the Ministry of Social
Development and Human Security. However, it is still during the
admission process with the ministry.

The key principle of the Gender Recognition
Act is to legally certify that people who have
gone through their sexual reassignment surgery
and who have gone through their sexual
reassignment therapy (a process of changing
gender role that different than the assigned
sex at birth without medical procedures for
at least 2 years) for either medical, religious
or financial reasons, to be able to change
the gender honorific of their choice (Mx).
The draft further introduces a governmental
funding scheme to assist people who have no
financial support to be able to have their sexual
reassignment surgery.
The movement group for LGBT hope that the
draft will further honour human rights and
gender equality in Thailand.
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Woody
Milinthachinda

If someone talks about a Thailand Variety
Show industry transformational list, Woody
Milinthachinda will always be one of the top
of mind.
Woody Milinthachinda is now one of the
most powerful social influencers in Thailand.
Currently he run his own company ‘Woody
World’, a first ever Thailand content and
lifestyle agency. He plays critical roles as an
inspiration leader, act as Executive Producers
for Lifestyle Variety Program to broadcast
on Facebook, TV channels, as well as Event
Promoters in Asia.
With his broad talents in the entertainment
and media industry as a DJ, VJ, TV host,
actor and producer, complimented with his
open mind, fairness and truthful which are
his core value of his personality, Woody has
become Thailand’s top TV host and who is the
top choice MC in Thailand to interview many
of the world’s famous celebrities such as David
Beckham, Ed Sheeran, Hugh Jackman, Emma
Stone, Andrew Garfield and Will Smith.

Woody is straightforward attitude person and
always respect others’ opinions and visions. He
has big belief in people’s action, determination
commitment that all are the fundamental
to successful professional development.
Therefore, Woody had not much to focus to
expose his personal privacy. In 2016, he was
discovered that he privately married to his
partner (who he is not in the media industry)
since 2014 which became viral talk of the
town on social media. However, his popularity
has remained unchanged.
Woody remarked on tourism in Thailand;
“Thailand has a long heritage and beautiful
cultural in the way of living life in the history.
This national cultivation is graciously embedded
into how Thai people conduct their daily lives.
As a Thai core values, Thai people are generous,
friendly, positive, supportive and open mind for
forgiveness.

Instagram @woodytalk

Instagram @davidbeckham
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All these many great unique qualities make
Thailand a great place to visit. I wish that our
hospitality, cultural heritage and traditional arts
and way of life will impress the visitors from all
over the world. Furthermore, we don’t criticize
people from the different social background,
gender identity or sexual preference, in contrast,
we value people with mutual respect. No matter
who you are, wherever you will be in Thailand,
you could be ‘your-true-self ’. We enthusiastically
welcome everyone without regards to race, gender
and age. I can say Amazing Thailand for myself,
but for all of you, you may need to experience this
Amazing on your own… Welcome to Amazing
Thailand.!”

“I CAN SAY
Amazing
Thailand
for myself,
but for
all of you,
you may
need to
experience
this
Amazing on
your own…
Welcome
to Amazing
Thailand.!”
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Piyarat Kaljaruek
Piyarat Kaljaruek is Katana Group (Public)
Co., Ltd.’s new-generation Executive,
the Thai-born media artist and visionary
trailblazer. The modeling competition
reality shows ‘THE FACE THAILAND’,
licensed from the U.S. TV series, covers
4 Seasons, THE FACE MEN
THAILAND, and the latest Drag Race
Thailand, now on air via LINE TV. All
the reality shows, maneuvered by Piyarat,
have received huge response, and the
shows have brought in TV novelties.
He has consequently become one of
Thailand’s sensational LGBT icons.
From his speech during ‘The Face
Thailand Season 2’ receiving an award
of ‘Best TV Moment Award’ presented
by the Attitude Magazine Thailand,
he voices his support for LGBT equal
opportunities that - ‘If we observe closely,
you’ll get to know that most key strategy
planners who influence in every corporate
sectors especially creative occupants are
mostly from LGBT communities. As a
result, we should be proud of ourselves.
And most significantly, we must accept
ourselves before letting others accept us.’
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Panpan Nakprasert
Graduated from the University of California, Los
Angles (UCLA), U.S.A, Panpan Nakprasert has
outstandingly invented the blond-haired Drag
virago – Pangina Heals. Currently Panpan is a dance
teacher teaching waacking – a well-received dance
step gaining huge popularity in Thailand. Panpan
has once performed waacking astoundingly in THE
FACE THAILAND Season 3. Not just that, Panpan
also works as freelance emcee and professional drag
queen impressionist performing every Sunday at
Maggie Choo’s, the Novotel Bangkok Fenix Silom.
Facebook: Pangina Heals
Instagram: @PanginaHeals

NITI CHAICHITATORN
Niti (Pom-Pam) Chaichitatorn is an actor,
TV presenter and creative director with talents
to match. Pom-Pam is known for his travel
programme ‘Tei Teaw Thai’ (Travel Through
Thailand With The Gays), which is loved
by the nation. The logo of the programme
accentuates the playfulness and fun of the
show which is a silhouette of a muscle boy
dragging a heavy luggage with a trail of
rainbow. The show owes its success to the
original 3 gay presenters (currently there are
4) whose fun and wit have made the show a
roaring success. Pom-Pam comments on the
original concept of the programme; “I feel
that the show has helped the people within
the LGBT community to have a sense of
belonging and indifference within our society.
Prior to the creation of the programme, I
used to say that we were still the minority
with our own distinctive culture,
confined within our ‘LGBT village’.
For us, to visit the ‘Big City’ we might
not properly fit in. Therefore, if people
want to understand us they should visit
our ‘village’. I think this programme is a
medium in which the message is clear that we
‘LGBT’ people are amongst different level of
our society. This programme is also a spotlight
showcasing the LGBT talents within our
global community.”

Jai Sira
Ask whether who is the best-known drag queen
in Thailand, ‘Jai Sira’ will surely come out first.
Jai Sira or known as ‘Thailand’s Madonna’
started his drag queen career by becoming a
drag queen impersonator in Thailand before he
pursued his master degree in Australia. There
he won the highest award of Drag Queen
career ‘Showgirl’s Choice’ from the ceremonial
Diva Awards, in Australia. Jai transformed
himself into eminent female celebrities like
Lady Gaga, Nicki Minaj, Jennifer Lopez,
Kylie Jenner, Katy Perry, Kim Kardashian, and
Madonna. Jai’s Cosplay lavish make-ups and
stunning costume designs has earned him the
greatest iconic drag queen in Thailand during
this epoch.
Facebook: siravitch
Instagram: @siravariety
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Premsinee (FaR) Sawangkla
Premsinee (Far) Sawangkla, a.k.a.‘Far The
Face’, one of Thailand rising stars who shot
to fame when competing on Thailand’s
model-searching reality show ‘The Face
Thailand Season 3.’ Fah was one of the
four finalists who were selected for ‘The
Final Walk’ on the show. Prior to this,
Far was already well-prepared in
fashion and magazine modelling,
and was also on stage competing for a
crown. Despite being featured on the
mainstream media, Far has broken the
hearts of her hoping fans, as she has
been in a long term relationship with
her female partner.
Instagram: @farsis
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Phuwaryne (Zee) Keenan
Phuwaryne (Zee) Keenan, one of the very
well-known internet-idols during the early era
of social media (Zee was famous on Hi5).
Zee had already had many devoting fans before
becoming a pop singer. At present, Zee has
gone through surgery to remove the breasts
and having a rigorous workout regime.
Zee has transformed into a true idol!
Instagram: @zeezeez

Lalana (Jeab ) Kongtoranin
Lalana (Jeab) Kongtoranin was crowned the
42nd Miss Thailand in 2006. She received the
nickname ‘Dr. Jeab’ because she was attending
medical school during the Miss Thailand
contest. After the completion of her study, Jeab
was featured on the cover of Thailand’s lesbian
magazine, @tom act February 2015 issue. With
her new smart and boyish look, has won the
hearts of fans. Jeab was very open about her
gender orientation and she felt at ease dressed
in the boyish and relaxing style. Moreover,
Jeab expressed that ‘gender orientation’ was
not the limitation of a successful relationship.
After being featured in the magazine, Jeab
announced that she was dating a girl. She has
since become one of Thailand’s iconic lesbians.
Instagram: @jeab_lalana
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NIGHTLIFE

More than just
Drinks in Bangkok

There are many fabulous bars which are
worth a visit, at least once!
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Vogue’s Lounge
Come and Strike A Pose like Madonna at the
only Vogue Lounge in the world in Bangkok.
The décor is fashionably stylish with a sleek
marble, leather and brass furniture in an
art-deco inspired design. The original art
work from Andy Warhol is also a centre piece.
Three Michelin starred chef Vincent Thierry’s
menu is utterly en vogue. This gorgeous and
decadent lounge is worth Instagramming!

Don’t Miss:
The outdoor terrace gives you a privacy and
tastefully arranged. If you want to find an
alternative place to admire the Bangkok’s
sky, or even going on a date, Vogue Lounge
is possible the best choice. Please make a
reservation to enjoy the memorable experience.
Location: MahaNakhon CUBE, 6th Floor,
adjacent to BTS Surasak station.
http://voguelounge.com/
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Maggie’s Choo
One of the most well-known bars in Bangkok,
which is ready to beckon you into another
world, coupled with its chic and stylish
interchangeable atmospheric interior design.
Starting from the entrance leading to the outer
zone inspired by Shanghai in the 1930’s.
The décor and design inspired by the Chinese
inn from the film sets of the Shaw Brothers
Studios. To further enhance your experience,
on the walls are hinged with antique Chinese
paintings, vintage furniture, and decadent
ceiling shades. To surprisingly taking you
upside-down toward the gorgeous bar
influenced by 19th-century interior design in
England, bedecked with the dark stoned walls
and dimly-lit lamps. The central bar separating
the bartenders and patrons with steel-bars,
entrusting intrigue and intensity.
Location: Basement, Novotel Bangkok
Fenix Silom, easy access by BTS, alight
at Surasak station, then a short taxi ride.
www.facebook.com/maggiechoos

Beer Belly
Travelling toward city centre, at Thong Lor,
a fashionable area for the young and stylish,
a real Bangkokian experience. 43 Beer Belly
offers 20 types of beer freshly pour from the
tabs. It is also suitable for a fun and relaxing
gathering after work with friends. This bar has
a live Thai band playing every night to give
you more pleasure both orally and acoustically.
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Don’t Miss:
The signature dish is ‘Loaded Laab Fries’.
A potato fries with Laab topping (spicy herbal
minced pork/chicken). It will make your regular
fries seem too normal!
Location: 72 Courtyard Floor G - 72
Sukhumvit 55 Thong Lor, between
Soi 16 and 18. Easy access by BTS,
alight at Thong Lor station.
www.facebook.com/beerbellybkk/

Tep Bar
If you are a traveller who want to decidedly
absorb the Thai culture, you don’t want
to miss a delightful bar in the Yaowaraj,
Bangkok’s vibrant and historic China Town.
42 Tep Bar offers a reinterpretation of cozy
old Bangkok, with traditional thai décor and
ornamentation twists. These are triangular
cushions, long drums and gold leafs decorated
on raw and unpainted walls. Moreover,
your experience will be further enhanced by
the creative menu and specially concocted
cocktails with Thai rum.
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Backstage Cocktail Bar
This cozy and stylish bar is among Asia’s 50
Best Bar 2017. It is listed as Number 18, you
won’t probably say No! The theme of this
fabulous bar is as if you are just walking down
from a red-curtained stage on Broadway, to
rest and re-apply all the final touches in your
dressing room before heading back to the
audience. The bar is extremely famous with its
inventive and daring cocktail menu, as well as
its friendly atmosphere. The tables are limited
but friendly. You might be meeting some new
friends.
Don’t Miss:
Don’t be disappointed if you can’t find your
favourite on the menu. A bespoke and personal
concoction is on the offer by the attentive
mixologists. Once you are happy with your
new drink, a recipe will be noted and a
polaroid photo will be taken, with you of
course! So the next time you visit the bar, your
personalised cocktail will be served.
Location: Floor G, Playhous Hotel, between
Thong Lor Soi 9 and 11, easy access by BTS,
alight at Thong Lor station.
www.facebook.com/backstagecocktailbarbkk

Don’t Miss:
Ya-Dong (herbal infused liquor) is a drink
which you must try at least once! It is a local
herbal infused liquor made from white spirit
and a number of ‘health enhancing’ herbs. It
arguably has some medicinal properties which
help to reboot your energy.
Location: Chinatown’s Soi Nana off
Maitrichit Road, easy access by underground
train MRT Blue Line, alight at Hua
Lanphong station and a short taxi ride
www.facebook.com/TEPBARTH
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STYLES OF TASTE

Nam Prig Ong

Thailand has one of the world’s best
cuisines. With a great selection of food,
top quality fresh produce, and unmatched
flavours. There are many regional cuisines
from the North, Northeast and South of
the country with distinctive flavours and
dishes. Put aside your favourite Som Tam,
Tom Yam Goong and Chicken Green curry
and be prepared for an adventure!
THE NORTHERN CUISINE
The signature flavours of the northern cuisine is the uniqueness of the
local fresh produce. The well-balanced and mild flavours are much
preferred in the region both vegetable and meat dishes. One of the local
delicacies is ‘Nam Prig Ong’ or Northern Thai Bolognese-style sauce. It
is made from the special chilly paste from the region, cooked with minced
pork and tomato, producing a spicy, tangy and sweet flavour. Another
acclaimed dish is ‘Nam Prig Noom’ or the chargrilled green chilly sauce,
normally to be eaten with freshly-cooked pork cracklings and local
sausages stuffed with mince pork, lemongrass and lime leafs. Besides,
the trademark dish is ‘Khao Soi’ or coconut red curry with flat yellow
egged-noodle. Bon appétit!

THE CENTRAL CUISINE
Many people fall in love with Pad Thai and Tom Yam Goong – these
are the flavours from the central part of Thailand. This part of the
country is a hub of culinary creativity because of its geography and as
the cross roads between different regions. Moreover, with the spread of
the royal court cuisine from Bangkok – many new dishes were invented
to suit royal tastes. Try ‘Nam Prig Long Reu’ which was invented in a
palace in the late 19th century for a boat-trip, hence its name (it loosely
translates as ‘chilly-sauce for the boat’). This is a side-dish made from
spicy shrimp-paste and crispy-fried catfish to be served with boiled salted
duck-eggs and caramelised pork belly. This is a truly special dish both
textures and tastes.
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Khao Soi
Tom Yum Goong

Pad Thai

Ohm
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Som Tam

THE NORTHEAST (E-SARN) CUISINE
The dishes from the Northeast are fresh with strong flavours (a contrast
to the North), however, they also delivery a very cleansing feel from the
region’s herbs and vegetable. They use less meat in their cuisine, and the
local climbing vegetables and leafs are the main ingredients of the E-sarn
dishes. A popular dish of the region is ‘Ohm’ or the thick-and-clear
soup of vegetables (mainly lemongrass, lime leafs, galangal and dill),
fish or meat. Their meat dishes resonate the cultural and agricultural
background of the region, hence beef or buffalo meat are often found in
the recipes.
When you visit E-sarn, please don’t forget to sample ‘Som Tam’ or
universally known Thai fresh papaya salad. There are different recipes
and ingredients, for those who enjoy light and clean taste, ‘Som Tam
Thai’ is recommended. This is a standard flavour of fresh chilly, lime,
fish sauce to served with crispy dried shrimps and peanuts.
The true E-sarn cuisine has ‘Pla Ra’ or pickled fish as a base ingredient
of their dishes, in the similar manner of kimchi to Korea. Pla Ra is a
product of fermented fresh-water fish, sea salt and rice bran. You should
try it once!

Stir fried Sa-Tor with minced pork

THE SOUTHERN CUISINE
The Southern dishes are the spiciest and condensed with bursting
flavours. This is the cuisine that omit the sweetness completely in food.
Most dishes are served with fresh vegetables as side-dishes to dilute
the strong flavors of the main dishes. Fish an seafood are the main
ingredients as the region is rich with fresh produce from the seas.
A culinary identity of the Southern cuisine is the local ‘krill paste’
(similar to shrimp paste). This ingredient is everywhere from spicy chilly
paste to coconut curries. Another culinary icon is the fresh pakia beans
(Sa-Tor). They can be stir-fried with krill-paste and fresh chilly.
This dish is truly al-dente!

Bo.Lan

Bo.Lan
Bo.Lan is a one-Michelin-starred restaurant in Bangkok with much
praise for its innovative menu. The beautifully presented dishes packed
with freshness from local herbs and vegetables, with a playful twist.
Bo.Lan is listed in The Asia's 50 Best in Restaurants in 2017 (number
19). Bo.Lan serves authentic Thai food and flavours. The recommended
dishes are Mangosteen and seared beef salad, and stir-fried bamboo
shoot with chicken and curry paste.
Saneh Jaan
Saneh Jaan is another one-Michelin-starred restaurant in Bangkok.
It is a Thai fine dining restaurant with smart and welcoming décor.
The food is excellent with the careful preparations and ingredients.
The recommended dishes are stir-fried green beans with crispy pork and
red-curry paste, and the three-day braised pork belly and eggs in soya
and fermented beans.

Saneh Jaan
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CELEBRITY Barista
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Au - Ekkaphon Deeboonmee
Na Chumphae
The temptation of coffee has yet inspired
countless baristas. We’d like to introduce our
legendary Thai barista cum restaurateur of
Mocking Tales at Thong Lor - ‘Au - Ekkaphon
Deeboonmee Na Chumphae’ who has been
lured into the craft of coffee makings. With
his beaming smile, his expertise in cooking,
and coffee makings, the bloke has been among
the top list of 50 eligible bachelors of CLEO
magazine in 2016.

Location :
Opens Everyday,
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
(last call midnight)
148, G Floor, Maze
Thonglor, Soi Thonglor 4,
Klongton Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok 10110
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During an interview, Mr. Au once replies with
a cheerful smile: “I’m not a great chef; on the
other hand, I can plainly cook.” He continues
“I’m fascinated by the art of coffee making, so I
invest with my business partners to open Mocking
Tales.” Au used to work as past timer at Casa
Lapin, the popular coffee shop at Soi Ari.
He has learnt how to run a restaurant business
and has become an expert in coffee flavours
before owning Mocking Tales himself. He adds
“Different countries have different coffee seeds.
As for the Thai coffee drinkers, they find bitter
coffee very drinkable since ‘O-Liang’ flavour has
long been Thai coffee drinkers’ favourite. They
believe that bitter coffee contains more caffeine.
In truth, however, it contains just the same
amount of caffeine as any other coffee flavours.
The differences lie in how coffee seeds are roasted.
Coffee can be classified into three categories which
are: light roasting, medium roasting, and intense
roasting. Thai drinkers prefer intense roasting.”
The interviewer asks: ‘Nowadays the coffee
shops are mushrooming. What’s on your mind
on the day you decided to open the coffee

business? Au replies “Our first shop is Mocking
Tales. Before all, we have come up with ideas on
how to attract customers to visit our shop, so we
think of the menu and the concepts about fairy
tales. We have picked the core from fairy tales.
Both children and adults have known fairy tales,
but each person has different perspective and
expectation towards them.
“We then discuss whether we can reinvent some
elements from the fairy tales into our food and
drink menu. For example, when we think about
Snow White, the poisonous apple always comes
to our mind, so we create a replica of edible
poison-coated apple. Our most-sought after menu
is ‘Inferno Mountain’ which we adopt from the
film ‘The Lord of the Ring’ when Frodo brought
the ring to destruction at the fiery mountain of
Mordor. Ideas from fairy tales are endless. There
are many other characters such as witches and or
angels. In our restaurant during daytime, you’ll
get to try our signature food and coffee with
angelic creations, while during the nighttime you
will be served with a variety of menu decorated
with wicked witch characters in the fairy tales.
We put our heart in making our homemade food
and drink. This is our strength to uphold the
customers from all sorts of people. In my early
days, most gays visited Mocking Tales because they
had followed me from the TV show. It was also
due to the fact that all waiters are all men. Now
there are some waitresses, too. Different ice cream
flavours have become a great hit, be it root beer,
butterfly pea with lime, or cookie monster flavour.
You will be amazed at our self-made decorations.
Come and visit us whenever you can.”

Wellness
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Not only nature, culture and art that
captivate the imagination of visitors to
Thailand. Wellness sanctuaries and spa
treatments have become one of Thailand’s
signatures.
DIVANA NURTURE SPA
DIVANA NURTURE SPA is internationally renowned. The new branch
on Sukhumvit 11 offers the new and exciting spa treatment courses
which maintain the spirit and standard of the other three Divana on
Silom Soi Sri-vieng, Sukhunvit 25 and Thonglor 25. The new DIVANA
NURTURE SPA converted an old house in the heart of Bangkok into
a modern spa. The new space has been designed to match the signature
style of the Sukhumvit 25 branch, with big garden and threes in the
middle of this bustling city. The space offers privacy and sanctuary,
a perfect escape from the busy capital. A two-hour of pampering is
certainly a great way to treat yourself. At DIVANA NURTURE SPA you
will see the use of ‘lotus’ within its interior and exterior. (other branches,
DIVANA retains their style in the architectural achievement of the
old-house-turn-a-modern-spa)
DIVANA NAURTURE SPA,
71 Sukhumvit 11, Wattana, Bangkok,
Open daily from 11.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. Tel: +66 2651 2916

{ PLUS }
ISAWAN RESIDENTIAL CLUB
AND SPA
A spa in the luxury hotel, The Grand Hyatt
Erawan, apart from the many fantastic
spa treatment available, the treatment
rooms which have been designed as
‘sky gardens’ are breathtaking.

494 Rajadamri Road, Bangkok
10330 Thailand
Tel: +66 2254 1234
Service Hours 9 a.m. – 11 p.m.

THE OKURA SPA
THE OKURA SPA is an alternative spa
with a Japanese inspired concept, and is
located at the The Okura Prestige hotel.
Japanese scent and scene are used to
enhance your experience.

57 Wireless Road, Bangkok
10300, Thailand
Tel: +66 2687 9000
Fax: +66 2687 9001
www.okurabangkok.com
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MUSIC

Bird - Thongchai McIntyre
The all-time number-one Thai superstar
with over 25 million tracks sold in the course
of 32 years in the music industry. Always a
trendsetter for the Thai music enterprise,
Bird, now in his 60, still finds fun in the
experimentation. His latest album, for
example, includes new features like electronic
music and synth pop.
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TRY SOME THAI MUSIC
What sort of soundscape do most Thai people
prefer? Of course, it’s probably none other than the
ever-so-popular mainstream pop songs about love. If
in a more emotional mood then it’s going to be songs
that involve a broken heart or words intended to
cut deep and leave scars. But when it comes to pop
dance tunes, any gay men/lesbians would agree
those ‘bitchy’ beats and moves that you can groove
to will do! Listed below are Thai artists whose songs
you should listen to.

New-Jiw
Whoever said Thailand has no divas with
top-notch singing skills has surely never met
‘New-Jiw,’ female BFFs with a unique singing
style and performance who rose from singing
contestants to one of the most successful duos
in Thailand. Their powerful harmony singing,
noteworthy lifestyles, and good fashion sense
make them one of the most well-loved artists
among the LGBT community.
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I LOVE SINGING!
If singing is your heart’s desire, Open Mic is where you try out your skill. The
first bar you can go is The Iron Fairies in Thonglor 12 - 14, a popular bar among
foreigners working in Thailand. The underground-iron-mine vibes will have you
think you are actually in a fantasyland. If you are more into a bear type, Brother’s
Bar & Restaurant in Silom also features a stage on which you can just sing your
tunes or engage in a serious competition every Sunday night.
If you prefer the audience role, you should head straight to Saxophone Pub in
Victory Monument area. Top divos and divas gather here, making it one of the
few places in Bangkok to see a good number of musical talents all together in one
place. If good music is what you seek for, this place won’t disappoint!

Gene Kasidit
An electro-punk guy turned blonde electro-pop
glamour girl, Gene has become known for his
fashion style and one of the idols adored by the
LGBT community.

Saxophone Pub

Brother’s Bar & Restaurant

{ PLUS }

Kreeda Jeerapongplin/A-Time Media

T H A I LA N D ’ s B EL O V E D F EMALE AR T I S T S O F A L L T i m e

IG: @marshairis

IG: @maicharoenpura

IG: @c_aguilar

IG: @nantidafanclub

IG: @j.kim4real

Marsha
Vadhanapanich

Mai
Charoenpura

Christina
Aguilar

Nantida
Kaewbuasai

Jennifer
Kim
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THAILAND'S
HEARTTHROB

After the first big wave of Thai
superstars - Nawat Kulrattanarak,
Mario Mauer, Nichkhun Horvejkul,
who have made their names
internationally, especially in Asia.
Let’s look at the new rising stars.
NON - CHANON SANTINATORNKUL
After a roaring success of the release of ‘Bad
Genius’, Chanon (Non) Santinatornkul soon
became one of Asia’s heartthrobs (his fanclub
has now reached South America). In Bad
Genius, Non’s cinematic skills were noticed
on screen. With his cute smiles and playful
character, Non is now one of Asia’s new
rising stars.
Upcoming this year :
Bangkok Rak Story (Series)
IG @nonkul
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KRIST - PERAWAT SANGPOTIRAT
Perawat (Krist) Sangpotirat gains widespread recognition from
his role in a Thai TV series ‘SOTUS the series’ which the second
series, SOTUS S, is currently on-air in Thailand. Krist’s fan base
is now beyond Asia, expanding to Europe and South America.
Last year during his graduation ceremony in Bangkok, his fans
put a congratulation note on a billboard in Time Square,
New York!
Next coming this year : Mint To Be (Series)
IG @kristtps

OHM - PAWAT CHITTSAWANGDEE
A cute boy from TV series ‘Make It Right’.
Despite not having a main part on the
show, Ohm’s acting skills and the smart-arse
character which have won people’s hearts,
espcially the topless scenes!
Upcoming this year: Beauty Boy (Series)
IG @ohmpawat

SINGTO - PRACHAYA RUANGROJ
Singto Prachaya Ruangroj plays the boyfriend of Krist Perawat
Sangpotirat in SOTUS the series. He has also shot to fame and has many
fans around the globe. Before Krist’s fans put a message in a billboard in
Time Square, New York. Singto’s fans have bought him a name of a star
for him!

GOD - ITTHIPAT THANIT
After being shot to fame from his appearance
on TV series, ‘2Moons the series’, Itthipat
(God) Thanit has recently signed a contract
with a big media company, ‘Broadcast’ for
a bigger and better role. Meanwhile, while
waiting for the second series of ‘2Moons the
series’, please enjoy ‘Nong Mai The Series’.

Next coming this year : Friend Zone (Series)
IG @__singto

Next coming this year : Nong Mai The Series
IG @gxxod
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EVENTs
WHITE
PARTY AND
TROPOUT

On top of the renown locally
organised gCircuit party, Thailand
also attracts international party
organisers. Thailand has confidently
become a global base for dance
events.
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WHITE PARTY BANGKOK
WHITE PARTY BANGKOK is an annual
end-of-year party which borrows the concept
from the famed American dance festival –
White Party. Of course ‘white’ is the themed
colour. This party is celebrated with world’s
top DJs, and the amazing shows!
White Party Bangkok
28 - 31 December 2018
For more information and tickets
reservation please visit
www.facebook.com/WhitepartyBKK/
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TROPOUT SAMUI AND PHUKET
The brilliant beach parties are definitely the
TropOut, with the concept ‘Chill, Party and
Explore together’. In Thailand TropOut has
selected the best beaches on both Samui and
Phuket islands. The first TropOut dance party
in Thailand was organised in Samui at the
beginning of this year and attracted people
from 20 different countries. The next round is
on 15 - 22 April 2018 in Phuket with a long
list of the world’s famous DJs. If you miss this
year dance events, next year we have TropOut
Samui on 2 - 7 January and TropOut Phuket
15 - 21 April 2019.
For more information and tickets
reservation please visit https://tropout.com/
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SALUNG LUANG
LAMPANG

The annual Mr. & Miss Salung-Luang
pageant contest in Lampang as part
of the Sonkran festival celebrations
is, although not clearly stated, one
of the most exclusive and popularly
attended events for the LGBT community
in Thailand where handsome guys and
pretty girls from all over the country
flock on a single stage.

VITHI PANICHPHANT, the inventor
and designer of Salung-Luang, recounted the
history behind ‘Salung-Luang’, or a silver water
bowl: “In the old days people used a fine-looking
Salung in which they put water mixed with
turmeric, acacia, scented water, and perfume
to be poured onto the revered Buddha image.
‘Salung’ came in a variety of styles from a typical
bowl to a silver one favoured among the wealthy
upper class. Before it became what it is today,
those in authority had been discussing what to
do to have people engage in the water-pouring
ceremony all together and all at the same time
without them having to travel to the temple. That
was when I set out to have a giant bowl made:
89 centimetres wide, 49 centimetres high, and
made of 38 kilograms, or 2,533 Bahts (in Thai
unit), of silver. In 1990, thanks to the donation
of 432,398 Baht from Lampang people, this giant
silver bowl was forged. On the exterior upper rim
of the bowl was local Lanna inscriptions saying:
“This Salung has been made from the donation of
the people of Lampang to be used as a container
of scented water, perfume, and acacia, which is to
be poured onto the Phra Kaeo Don Tao of Wiang
Lakhon (the old name of Lampang) on the Lanna
New Year’s Day to uphold the Buddhist prosperity
throughout the period of 5,000 years.” Every year
the Salung will be carried around the city in
a parade to receive the water from the people.
In the first year we had Warut Woratham
as our representative and a good number of
civil servants, police and military officers who
helped with the palanquin on which the giant
bowl was placed, hence the name ‘Salungluang.’ From that year onward, a contest has
been held annually until today and it only gets
bigger and grander every year. those of you who
has never attended the event should definitely
give it a try.

Mr. and Miss Lampang’s
Salung-Luang 2018
Wednesday, 11 April 2018, 7 p.m. onwards.
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Maha Songkran Festival Procession
Thursday, 12 April 2018,
Nakhon Lampang Municipality

SittanSupakiengkai
Mr. Lampang’s
Salung-Luang 2017
The latest winner of Lampang’s
Salung-luang pageant contest
made his way to the top prize not
only with a charmingly handsome
face but also a huge pouch of
good fortune. It was his first
contest and far beyond anyone’s
imagination he also nailed it
big time.
It was your first contest and you made it the
first time. How do you feel about it?
I had never been in any contest my whole
life, but decided to give this one a try because
it is one of the grandest events related to
Songkran festival, a very important tradition
in our country. I didn’t expect much at the
very beginning but once I passed to the third
round in which the final decision was based
purely on luck, the only thought I had was that
I would get it if luck was on my side. The most
important task, however, was not on that day’s
stage but the day after when I got to represent
the people of Lampang to carry a giant silver
bowl full of lustral water from the people
around the city and pour onto Phra Kaeo Don
Tao. It was an important and honorable task
and I am proud to be part of it.
What you have learned from participating in
the competition?
First of all, it’s patience because the
competition lasted fairly long. Next is the
importance of making yourself understood,
being quick-witted at responding to questions,
and knowing how to smile. Finally,
it is a passionate belief in Lampang culture.
The moment when you realised you just won
the first prize.
My mum who was cheering for me at the
audience seats told me I had my best version
of smile on my face – the kind of smile that
beams brightly from the inside. I felt so proud
there was no word to describe. My head
completely went blank at that moment.
Say something to those who have never been
to Maha Songkran celebration in Lampang
and why they should go.
Many of you who have never taken part in the
celebration here might have thought it is all
about splashing water at one another to cool
off the summer heat. In fact, there is more
to that. Songkran festival is a ritualistic and
meaningful event where people join hands
doing something good together. To me, I find
this a lovely tradition worth keeping in our
Thailand.
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TIFFANY’S
SHOW
PATTAYA
& MISS
TIFFANY’S
UNIVERSE

Tiffany’s Cabaret Show at Pattaya has been the
world-class transvestite performances, and ranked
as the 4th of Top Ten for Best Show to See
Around the World. The Tiffany’s show Pattaya
held transgender beauty pageant ‘Miss Tiffany’s
Universe’, sponsored by Tourism Authority
of Thailand in 2004, and its aim was to look
for Thailand’s transgender representative
to participate in Miss International Queen.

Poyd - Treechada Petcharat, who won
Miss Tiffany’s Universe and Miss International
Queen in 2004, has now become a great
sensation and also known as Thailand’s
most-loved transgender actress and
supermodel. She has later earned recognition
at international levels.
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THE
ALCAZAR
CABARET
PATTAYA
For over 30 years the Alcazar Cabaret show
has been thrilling audiences, Thai and
foreigner alike. Alcazar Cabaret made its
debut on November 8th, 1981 in the then
theater which had a capacity of only 350 seats
with approximately 100 performers and staff.
On February 9th, 1990, the new, modern, and
grand theater with state-of-the-art light, sound
systems, seat capacity of about 1,200 seats, and
more than 400 crews opened its doors for
visitors from all over the world. From that day
onward, the show has been on daily at 5:00,
6:30, 8:00, and 9:30 p.m. Throughout
70 minutes, you will experience various
forms of state-of-the-art performances from
all over the world. Given equal acclamation
to both Lido and the Moulin Rouge of Paris
on the international level, the Alcazar Cabaret
Pattaya is more than a drag queen show.
Come and see with your own eyes.
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HOTELs

SIAM@SIAM
If you consider yourself an art enthusiast and an adventurous soul,
don’t miss out the chance to experience the power of art and let your
creative imagination go wild at Siam@Siam, a super chic hotel with its
unique design. Contemporary yet luxurious, Siam@Siam managed to
find the most perfect way to incorporate beautiful Thai-style arts in its
architectural designs and lived up to its reputation as a Design Hotel.
Located near the shopping malls at the heart of Bangkok, Siam@Siam
makes a convenient stay and a comfortable start wherever you go.
www.siamatsiam.com
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Pullman Bangkok King Power
Soak in the urban-resort vibes at Pullman
Bangkok King Power, a lifestyle hotel at
the heart of Bangkok that will make every
trip comfortable, every business contact
convenient, and every vacation effortlessly
simple. Our rooms have been designed to best
serve the lifestyle of modern travelers. You
will also be welcomed with The Junction at
Pullman, a new concept lobby where you can
rest or have a business talk. Whether you visit
Bangkok on a business trip or for vacation, let
Pullman Bangkok King Power make it the best
experience for you.
www.pullmanbangkokkingpower.com
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Sofitel So Bangkok
At the centre of Bangkok lies an unparalleled luxury hotel
inspired by a fine balance among the metropolis’ diverse physical
landscapes. Wanting to show a stark contrast between the two
sides of the avenues where a peaceful view of Lumpini park is on
one side while Sathorn Road is bustling with life on the other,
Thailand’s leading designers together with one of the world’s
most prominent fashion designer, Christian Lacroix, created
rooms that come with a variety of styles based on the principle of
the five elements – soil, water, metal, wood and fire.
www.sofitel.com

Central
Bangkok
Thailand

Hotel Muse Bangkok
For those looking for a unique boutique hotel at the centre of
Bangkok, look no further than Hotel Muse Bangkok where you
can experience the stories of adventures, romantic love, histories,
and cultures of the Asian Renaissance. With its design featuring a
fine mix between Classic European style and sophisticated Asian
flairs, Hotel Muse Bangkok was awarded the best boutique hotel
in Bangkok and Trip Advisors travelers choice award of 2016 for
its beautiful design along with outstanding services.
www.hotelmusebangkok.com
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HOTELs

Northern
THAILAND
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Four Seasons Tented Camp
Golden Triangle
Following the flow of the Ruak River on a
boat ride adventure, you will be surrounded
by nature’s wonder of the Northernmost
part of Thailand at the Four Seasons Tented
Camp Golden Triangle around the ancient
Golden Triangle of Chiang Rai. As one of the
most expensive 5-star hotels in Thailand, this
exclusive 15 luxury tented accommodation was
designed by the world's renowned architect
- Bill Bensley - who has brought into being
a glamping-style accommodation uniquely
decorated with wooden and (faux) animalskin décor that blends harmoniously with the
natural environment. Here you can let yourself
unwind in the lush mountain forests and
pristine air.
www.fourseasons.com
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Anantara Chiang Mai Resort

Anantara Chiang Mai Resort
In place of what was once a former British Consulate office now stands
Anantara Chiang Mai Resort, a gorgeous retreat of contemporary,
Thai and colonial style at the edge of the Mae Ping River where you can
relaxingly admire the view and enjoy your private tranquil hideaway.
Rooms at Anantara Chiang Mai Resort are elegantly and spaciously
appointed with warm wood décor and eyesome earth-tone furnishing
where you can learn the local culture like Thai boxing, cooking,
and massage lessons.
www.chiang-mai.anantara.com

Rachamankha Boutique Hotel

Sukantara Cascade Resort and Spa

Rachamankha Boutique Hotel
Discover the well-hidden secrets within the walled city of old Chiang
Mai at Rachamankha – a paradise of serenity at the heart of Chiang
Mai moat. Exceptionally unique in its architectural style, this boutique
hotel was designed by Thai architect Ong-ard Satrabhandhu who had
interwoven the history, art, and culture of Lanna to reveal an authentic
vibe of Chiang Mai in every aspect and in the most charming way.
www.rachamankha.com
Sukantara Cascade Resort and Spa
It’s time to rejuvenate! Expose yourself to nature and breathe in a lungful
of pure fresh air at Sukantara Cascade Resort and Spa in Mae Rim,
Chiang Mai. A close-to-nature resort in a Lanna-Bali style, this resort
was constructed based on a green mindset – preserving the woods and
leaving a minimal footprint on the landscape. Each villa at Sukantara
Casade Resort & Spa was designed and positioned in harmony with big
trees along the path of the waterfall, allowing you to feel a renewed sense
of joie de vivre.
www.sukantara.com

U Nimman Chiang Mai

Sibsan Luxury Hotel Rimping Chiang Mai

U Nimman Chiang Mai
SIBSAN LUXURY HOTEL RIMPING
CHIANG MAI
Sibsan Luxury Hotel Rimping Chiang Mai
welcomes everyone to the paradise of Lanna
art. Discover a 5-star Northern-Thai style
luxury resort on the edge of the River Ping
where Lanna lifestyles, art, and culture meet
extravagance. Rooms and suites were inspired
by Thai Lue art – all ready to immerse you
with the magical bliss of the Northern town.
Don’t believe until you experience it yourself.
www.sibsanhotel.com
U Nimman Chiang Mai
Located in the liveliest area of Chiang Mai on
Nimmanhaemin Road, U Nimman Chiang
Mai was a beautifully designed luxury hotel
combining contemporary art with LannaChiang Mai style. Although situated right at
the heart of the busiest section, it guarantees
a stunning view of Doi Suthep in the
background. Staying at U Nimman Chiang
Mai, you don’t need to hurry for a check-in
or rush yourself out of bed to check out the
next morning. With the hotel’s 24-hour use
of room policy where you can check-out at
the same time as your check-in on your date
of departure, you will always be complete
recharged.
www.unimmanchiangmai.com
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HOTELs

Southern
THAILAND

W Retreat Koh Samui
Glam and glamour guaranteed! Another luxury boutique resort on the
island paradise by W Hotels, W Retreat Koh Samui will surprise you
with a tropical luxury at the very first step into the lobby. Here, you will
feel an intimate connection with the ocean surrounding Koh Samui and
lovely blue skies. Chil and relax in ultra-chic sofa lounge at WOOBAR®
against the backdrops of endless picture-perfect views of the ocean.
www.wkohsamui.com
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The Naka Island Resort & Spa
Just a 5-minute ride on a speedboat from
Phuket enters an exclusive boutique resort on
Naka Yai Island. Upon reaching the island,
you ring the ‘gong’ to announce your arrival
to ‘Naga’ the owner of the Island (the local
islanders believe that the Naka Island was
this mystical creature turned into a stone)
and make a wish before winding down and
indulging in the pristine nature. Dotted along
the tree-lined paths in multi tiers, The Naka
Island Resort & Spa’s villas were designed to
give ample space in earth-toned décor while
the interiors give you the 3D experience of
nature in full display.
www.nakaislandphuket.com
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Sala Phuket Resort & Spa
The word ‘Sala’ in Thai means buildings
for specific purposes, one of which is for
the reception and entertainment of guests.
So do believe us when we say Sala Phuket
Resort & Spa can offer you a perfect joyful
delight. Drawing on the ambience of Phuket’s
historical Sino-Portuguese architecture, rooms
and suites feature ancient patterns with a
contemporary touch. Surely an eye candy!
www.salahospitality.com

Rayavadee KRABI
Take a boat ride to the sandy paradise at Rayavadee, a world-class award-winning luxurious 5-star
resort which stands secluded within coconut groves spanning over 60 rai on Phranang Peninsula
that stretches all the way to the Andaman coastline. Unwind at our sumptuous villas whose unique
design blends perfectly with the resort’s natural surroundings. Decorated with naturally sourced
materials and hand-crafted details throughout, Rayavadee exudes a peaceful homey resonance like
staying at a tiny local village in the South of Thailand.
www.rayavadee.com
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Sri Panwa Phuket Hotel
A luxurious pool-villa hotel on a private
beach about 40-50 metres above sea level, Sri
Panwa occupies the area of over 80 rai (about
32 acres) at the very tip of the Cape Panwa
on Phuket island. Embraced by the azure
Andaman sea, Sri Panwa offers you a lifetime
experience to indulge in panoramic ocean
views with Tropical Contemporary interiors
in the background and finest services. It is no
wonder why Sri Panwa has been voted as the
World’s Hotel with the best view by Beach
Tomato UK and Baba Nest was voted by
Anywhere Magazine as the one of the most
seductive hotels in the world. Please do believe
us when we say Sri Panwa will make your
vacation your most treasured memory of joy.
www.sripanwa.com

Celes Beachfront Resort, KOH SAMUI
Experience the meaning of ‘Blue Sky’ in its most literal sense at Celes Beachfront
Resort, a luxury resort with the longest beachfront on the tropical island of Samui.
Indulge in the serene comfort within the modern yet simply elegant architecture that
allows for maximum sunlight and seamless harmony with the beautiful nature and
breathtaking panoramic ocean views of Koh Samui.
www.celesresorts.com
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The Library Koh Samui
Of course, the theme has to be ‘all things
books’ when the place is called ‘The Library.’
Designed to please book lovers, the Library
Koh Samui features human sculptures in every
reading posture and a minimalist alabasterwhite library that opens access to its impressive
collection of books for bibliophiles to pick
out and leaf through it amidst relaxing views
of the beautiful sea beyond. And don’t miss
The Library’s signature red swimming pool
– a dazzling displays of colours that contrast
sharply with the blue water of Koh Samui.
the lulling warm breeze of Chaweng Beach
beyond.
www.thelibrarysamui.com

Casa de La Flora, PHANG NGA
Another trendy resort well worth a visit! Casa de La Flora is
located right at the beautiful sandy beach of Bang Niang in Kao
Lak, Phang Nga. Designed by ‘Vasu Virajsilp’, a smart-looking
architect who draws on the concept of Brutalism that makes use
of concrete and Béton brut, this 36 cube-shaped resorts stands
out with its tilted green grass roof, wooden walls, and glaucous
swimming pools. Another gimmick is that each room
is named after a lucky plant.
www.casadelaflora.com

Baba Beach Club Phuket Luxury Hotel
by Sri Panwa
Enthused with a music minded spirit and distinct originality, Baba
Beach Club, Phuket speaks for music lovers and ardent party-goers.
The now-trending Sino-Portuguese Tang style – the combination
between the iconic Sino-Portuguese style of Phuket and the
brilliant colour palettes of Shanghai Tang - also earned Baba Beach
Club the reputation for glitz-and-glamour vibes. Together with the
beautiful sandy beach and panoramic views of the idyllic Andaman
sea, this golden gem creates an unforgettable vacation getaway.
Party lovers, rejoice! DJs and pool parties every weekend!
www.bababeachclub.com

Keemala Phuket
An architecturally distinctive, Keemala is
a villa resort whose designs of the villas
have been inspired by the stories, cultures,
traditions, and lifestyles of four groups
of fictitious ancient Phuket settlers. The
lifestyles and cultures of the four tribes are
modelled in 4 different styles: clay pool
cottages (‘Pa-ta-Pea’ Clan (Earth)), tent
pool villas (‘Khon-Jorn’ Clan (Wonderers)),
tree pool houses (‘We-Ha’ Clan(Sky)),
and bird’s nest pool villas (‘Rung-Nok’
Clan (Nest)), reflecting each tribe’s beliefs,
ways of life, and how they make a living.
At Keemala, we build in harmony with
the natural surroundings while preserving
everything in its original state in hope that
we could provide you with a true
‘Natural Lifestyle Experience.’
www.keemala.com
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EASTERN
THAILAND

Soneva Kiri Resort & Residences, KOH KOOD
Hidden in the pristine nature facing the white sandy beach and a
crystal-clear sea water of Koh Kood, a world-class dream resort Soneva
Kiri Resort & Residences is ready to serve you right at the start of your
journey. You will have a short 70-minute flight on the resort’s 8-seat
private plane direct from Don Mueng Airport to Koh Kood. The
resort offers a matchless combo of luxury, environmentally friendly
design and authentic Thai ‘slow-life’ experiences. The highlight is the
awe-inspiring Treetop Dining Pod experience that no one can ever
forget.
www.soneva.com
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Cham’s House, KOH KOOD
Cham’s House Koh Kood Resort is a five-star
boutique hotel located in the Southwest of
Koh Kood along beautiful and remote Takean
Beach. The retreat faces beautiful white sandy
beach and turquoise sea, with the mountain’s
view at the back. The resort is inspired by
the Cham art which includes textile weaving
and rice growing tradition. They can be seen
embedded in the décor in the contemporary
tropical style throughout the resort, from
canape to cutlery, and uniforms to unique
spa treatments. The charm of Cham art is
perfectly blended with the local Thai flavours.
www.chamshouse.com

Paradee Resort
Escape the crowd, leave your worry behind,
and hop on a speedboat to Paradee resort–
the ‘sixth heaven’ on Ao Kiew beach, Samed
Island (Paradee means ‘the sixth level of
Heaven’ in Thai culture is believed to be the
abode of the angels). One of the top-class
accommodations in Samed Resorts Group,
Paradee exudes a lovingly warm atmosphere in
the embrace of lush jungles and idyllic white
sands of the Gulf of Thailand with a tropicalinspired décor featuring Thai teak wood,
rattan and silk.
www.samedresorts.com

Renaissance Pattaya
Resort & Spa
Recently opened at the start of 2017, Renaissance Pattaya Resort & Spa
marked its first debut as a super-chic, 5-star beachfront resort situated in
the golden spot on Na Jomtian beach in this vibrant city of Pattaya.
Inspired by the fisherman’s village on the Na Jomtian beach, Renaissance
Pattaya was furnished in a style that highlights trendiness and tranquil
seclusion, featuring not only an earth-tone décor to give out a warm-butcool vibe but also Thai silk by Jim Thompson for a stylish touch.
www.renaissance-hotels.marriott.com
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One of the main purposes of LGBT visitors to Thailand
is to get married. We select 5 best hotels which offer
the same-sex wedding service. They will facilitate the
themed wedding of your choice. It will certainly be
the best day in your life.

LOVE IS IN THE AIR
If John Paul Young’s ‘Love Is In The Air’
(1978) is your favourite song for your
wedding. Baba Nest at Sri Panwa, in Phuket
is a perfect place to get married. With its
open rooftop and the 360 degree panoramic
view overlooking the clear Andaman Sea, it
is simply perfect. The hotel could provide a
live jazz band, the best champagne, and all
the wedding arrangements. There are many
wedding packages to offer including rooms.
You can choose the ceremony of your choice,
Western, traditional Thai or a themed
wedding. Let the wedding bells ring!
Baba Nest at Sri Panwa, 88 Moo 8
Sakdidej Road, Vichit, Muang,
Phuket 83000
Tel. +66 7637 1000-3
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WEDDING DREAM
DESTINATION

A TROPICAL WONDERLAND
For couples who love nature and the avant-garde architecture, Keemala
Phuket is your choice. The wedding can be arranged either on the
rooftop with the Andaman Sea at the back ground, or in the garden with
the forest as a backdrop. The architectural style of the hotel is assembled
to bird-nets and hanging-bird-cages. The wedding by the pool is also
romantic. There are variety of wedding packages to suit your need which
include rooms and spa treatments.
Keemala Phuket, 10/88 Moo 6,
Nakasud Road, Kamala, Kathu, Phuket
Tel. +66 7635 8777

THE SEA OF LOVE
The wedding by the sea is one of the most perfect plans for your big day.
The Andaman Sea on the west coast of Thailand is a gorgeous backdrop
for the wedding. The Shellsea Krabi, a five-star resort is a perfect space,
with the best location surrounded by the crystal blue sea. The best view
of the sea is during sunset with the clam blue sea and arrays of the sun
reflecting like diamonds in the water. The hotel provide wedding and
honeymoon packages. Let’s watch the sunset when you say ‘I do’.
The Shellsea, 999 M.6, Laemphopattana 1 Road, Sai Thai,
Muang, Krabi 81000
Tel. +66 7581 9519 Email: info@theshellsea.com

THE CITY ELEGANCE
The city wedding is both convenient and comfortable.
Bangkok is one of many great destinations chosen by
the global LGBT community for their big days. The
Renaissance Bangkok Ratchaprasong hotel provides such
a destination and luxury, with its prime location in city
centre and easy access to all the fabulous restaurants, bars,
shopping malls and tourist attractions. The beautiful
décor of the hotel reflects its name. There are selections
of wedding space, either a large ballroom or a medium
studio-style which can facilitate 70-120 guests. A
selection of wedding packages are available.
Renaissance Bangkok Ratchaprasong Hotel,
518/8 Ploenchit Road, Lumphini,
Pathum Wan, Bangkok 10330 Tel. +66 2125 5000

THE LUXURY BEACH
One of the most stunning beaches on the
Andaman sea is arguably the Layan beach.
It offers a white sandy beach and privacy, a
secret tucked away from the buzzling crowd.
Anantara Layan Phuket Resort is a five-star
resort and very popular amongst same-sex
couples to have their weddings. The resort
provides many great locations for your special
day, either by the sea or the hillside. They are
equally romantic!
Anantara Layan Phuket Resort, 168 Moo 6,
Layan Beach Soi 4, Cherngtalay, Thalang,
Phuket 83110 Tel. +66 7631 7200
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PHUKET PRIDE

Phuket is the first and only
province to organise a gay
pride festival in Thailand.
Although possibly not as
massive as the Mardi Gras in
Australia, the Phuket Gay Pride
Festival has been around for
over a decade.

The Festival was initiated by, Khun Dang,
the owner of Boat Bar and a local big name
in Soi Paradise, a place where it is universally
understood as belonging to us the LGBT
community. Having also joined the force
were the other two collaborators, Khun Bond,
the owner of My Way, and Khun Tangmo,
the owner of Tangmo Bar. In the first few
years of organizing, the Festival was mainly
concentrated within Soi Paradise before
expanding further to the surrounding Patong
areas in later years, which was also very well
supported by the Patong municipality of
Phuket. When these original three key people
washed their hands of the event organising
committee, new generations took over under
the name of ‘Andaman Power Group’ who
were responsible for not only organising the
Gay Pride event but also working as one of the
major NGOs in Phuket to promote the
HIV/AIDS charities.

The Phuket Gay Pride Festival, however, has
reached the turning point once again when the
management of the event changed hands to a
group of foreigners known as ‘Phuket Loves
You’ (PLU) who shouted out their never-dying
love to Phuket, a place where they could call
home and swear they could breathe their last
breath. Interestingly, while this minor change
suggests a tilt of the perspective, what the two
teams have in common is the shared goal of
making the Gay Pride Festival the true Pride
of Phuket.
Unfortunately, 2018 won’t see the Phuket
Pride Week but the organizing committee will
make sure this gap year is best spent preparing
the grandest Phuket Pride coming in the April
of 2019, a colourful week of fun not for the
LGBT but for all.
For up-to-date information please visit
www.phuket-pride.org
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SO BEACH PARTY
Hua Hin, Thailand – SO Sofitel Hua Hin, the playful beach resort is
tempting you to join the Oh-SO-happening monthly event ‘SO Beach
Party Hua Hin’ at Beach Society for an amazing party set on a private
beach in Cha-Am. Sip on cocktails or premium wine and munch on
delicious BBQ seafood while Guest DJs spins you to the moon and
back. For serious partygoers, join from 5 - 6 for Free Flow beer from our
sponsors and keep the night going with the early bird free-flow package
at THB 990 only, including wine, beer, cocktail and soft drinks. Recently
celebrating 2 years of successful running, the party has introduced
monthly themes and dress code every month from Singles Night, Back to
School to Rainbow Sky in Pride month. Stay tuned with the latest party
info at www.facebook.com/SOBeachParty or visit www.sobeachparty.
com For those who would like an overnight weekend, we recommend
booking the room early to secure your spot.
SO Beach Party Hua Hin
Every first Saturday of the month from 5 p.m. until 11 p.m. Free
entry. Free shuttle vans from Hua Hin. For more info and room
reservation, please contact reservations@so-sofitel-huahin.com
or call +66 3270 9555
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Best gay
night in town
A Night Out in Bangkok is as
fabulous as a Day Out.

VERTIGO TOO
For those who enjoy a bird’s-eye view, the Gay
Night at Vertigo TOO is for you. On the 60th
floor of the Banyan Tree hotel, the 360 degree
panoramic view of Bangkok skyline at the
Vertigo Bar is simply breathtaking. The Gay
Night is on every first Saturday of the month
with alternating themes, and live music. Let’s
dress up and join the dance floor! A great spot
to enjoy the view is under the moon-shaped
roof. A monthly night-out that you should
definitely experience.
Gay Night at Vertigo TOO
Every first Saturday of the month
60th Floor, Banyan Tree Bangkok,
Sathorn Road, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel. +66 2679 1200
www.GSpotEnt.com
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CE LA VI BANGKOK
With its prime location on the 39th floor of
Sathorn Square building, CE LA VI is a bar
to visit. The bar prides itself on the excellence
of its well-selected contemporary music and
a great selection of cocktails from celebrity
mixologists. Every Thursday night is a Gay
Night, the XY party. Come to be entranced
by the music from celebrity DJs – Gabby and
Rita and a memorable drag show from Mintra
Drag Show. The XY party night starts from 9
p.m. every Thursday.
XY Party on Thursday Night at Ce La Vi
39th – 40th Floors, Sathorn Square
Building, 98 North Sathorn Road, Silom,
Bangrak, Bangkok Tel. +66 2108 2005

MAGGIE CHOO'S
A super-fun club, MAGGIE CHOO'S, is
located under the Novotel Fenix Silom. This
jazz club offers a Gay Night on every Sunday
night. You can immerge yourself in the music
and be surprised by Thailand’s top drag artist,
Pangina Heals. She is fun and fabulous. Make
your Sunday night the best night of the week!
Sunday Gay Night at Maggie Choo's
On the basement, Novotel Bangkok Fenix
Silom Hotel, 320 Silom Road, Bangrak
Bangkok, Thailand Tel. +66 91 772 2144
www.GSpotEnt.com

{ PLUS }

T H A I L A N D ’ S E V E N T S A N D PA R T i e s L i n e - u p
2018: APRIL

S ONG KRaN
T he U ltimate Fantasy
13 -1 5 April 2018

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
XY Party on Thursday
Night at Ce La Vi Bangkok

2 0 1 9 : J an u ar y
TROPOUT SAMUI
2-7 January 2019

39th – 40th Floors,
Sathorn Square Building,
98 North Sathorn Road,
Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok
Tel. +66 2108 2005

For more information and
tickets reservation please visit
https://tropout.com/

For more information and tickets
reservation please visit
https://tropout.com/

EVERY FIRST SATURDAY
OF THE MONTH
Gay Night at Vertigo TOO

For more information please visit
www.facebook.com/GCIRCUIT/

2018: JUNE

60th floor, Banyan Tree Hotel,
South Sathon Road, Bangkok
Tel. +66 2679 1200
For more information please visit
www.GSpotEnt.com

TROPOUT PHUKET
16-21 April 2019

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
Sunday Gay Night at
Maggie Choo's

PHUKET PRIDE 2019
April 2019

For more information please visit
www.facebook.com/GCIRCUIT/

T R OPOUT PHU KE T
16 -22 April 2018

S O Beach Party Hua H in
Every first Saturday of the month
from 5 p.m. until 11 p.m. Free entry.
Free shuttle vans from
Hua Hin. For more information and
room reservation, please contact
reservations@so-sofitel-huahin.com
call +66 3270 9555

2018: DECEMBER
White Part y Bangkok
2 8-3 1 December 2018

For more information and tickets
reservation please visit
www.facebook.com/WhitepartyBKK/

Basement, Novotel Bangkok
Fenix Silom, For more information please
visit.www.facebook.com/maggiechoos

gCIRCUIT SONG KRAN
13-15 April 2019

For more information and tickets
reservation please visit
https://tropout.com/

For more information please visit
www.facebook.com/PrideinPhuket/

LADY'S CHOICE
Go Grrrls! A Queer Dance Party Bangkok
check and update the party schedule at
www.facebook.com/gogrrrls/
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Luke CassadyDorion

Luke Cassady-Dorion is American and speaks fluent Thai. Luke is known
for his fun website Picnicly. It offers lighthearted, yet thought-provoking
VDO clips, ranging from fashion, travels, food, music and films, inspiration,
love, beauty to LGBT issues. Luke has been living in Bangkok for 13 years
since 2005 during which there have been various social changes in
the country, especially, LGBT right. Luke fell in love with
Thailand and it is ‘home’ because of these 5 following
reasons.

1. Freedom
I can walk hand-in-hand with my husband
anywhere without fear of discrimination
or violence. It's important to me to feel
comfortable to be myself and to not hide
that I'm married to a man.
2. Community
My husband and I aren't the only two out
gay people here :) I like living in a place with
a community, other people who are out and
proud too.
3. People I Can Share My
Experiences With
I'm 41 years old, I came of age just as the
AIDS epidemic was peaking. There is a whole
generation above me who didn't make it to
today, a whole generation I wasn't able to
learn from. One of the reasons we started our
YouTube channel Picnicly was to share with
the younger generation what it means to be
gay and proud. What it means to feel like
we're all lucky to be born this way.
4. Peace
This one is harder to quantify, but over the last
13 years of living here, I've felt my life really
come together in a way I hadn't expected. The
city opened its arms, gave me a big hug and
welcomed me into its folds. It showed me how
I can love myself and love others, and it gave
me that profound feeling of peace that comes
with feeling content.
5. Sun
Before Bangkok I lived in San Francisco ...
sure people think it's the gay capital of the
world, but it's also cloudy almost every day.
Once I moved to Bangkok, I realised how
I'm just happier when I can feel the sun on
my skin every day.
www.picnic.ly
Facebook: picnicly
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